REPORT ON GUEST LECTURE ON TRAINING FOR INTERVIEW TO
FIND RIGHT JOB FROM FIRST SOURCE FOR VI SEMESTER BBA
STUDENTS ON 7/03/2015
Being educated doesn’t mean anything unless one is prepared to be employable.
Soft skills, aptitude and corporate skills are the ones which make a student
different from his peers. Hence employment skills being the need of the hour,
Krupanidhi degree college deemed it fit to arrange a one day guest lecture cum
training program on TRAINING FOR INTERVIEW TO FIND RIGHT JOB
FROM FIRST SOURCE for VI semester BBA students on 7/03/2015.
Mr. Manjunath from an organization called ‘FIRST SOURCE’ was called to give
the training program on the said topic. Mr. Manjunath stressed on the following
points which he said were imperative for well grooming of any graduate.








Confidence building
Helping candidates to understand the expectations of the interviewers.
How to improve language and communication skills.
Improving on the technical skills like imbibing the subject knowledge.
How to face interviews with confidence
How to sell oneself in the job market.
Grooming of the candidates in appearance, knowledge, mannerisms, right
attitude and aptitude etc.

The guest lecture was held in the college auditorium from 10:00 am to 4:00pm
with two intervals and a lunch break between 1:00 pm and 2:00 pm..
The guest lecture was attended by around 50students of VI semester BBA attended
the program. The students who generally are used to learning their prescribed
syllabus were quite excited with the exposure to these unique skill development
lectures.
The program started at 10: 00 am. The program was inaugurated and also attended
by Principal Dr. Maruthi, PRO Mr. Roshan Thammaiah. Prof. Meenakshi, HOD
of Commerce And Management department welcomed the guests and the
gathering for the guest lecture. Oral feedback from the students was collected.
Most of the students felt that the program was very useful and felt that these skills

which they learnt today would make them strong leaders and successful and
confident individuals in the future.
The program was concluded with a vote of thanks by Prof. Bhargava, faculty in the
department of management. The program got over at 4:00pm.
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